FLEXIBELE AFSCHEIDINGEN

VLP has specialised for 30 years
in “flexible partitioning” for a
wide variety of sectors, with
products including: (industrial)
partition walls and curtains, swing
doors, high-speed rolling doors,
retractable tunnels and industrial
tents as well as dock shelters and
dock levelers.

VLP ROLLING WALLS
VLP Rolling Walls are roll-retract screens mostly made of PVC canvas that can enclose
large areas – up to 100 m2 – in one quick and easy step. The non-transparent curtains
– also available with window sections – can be used for dust protection, or against
draughts or to separate departments for more effective quality-assurance processes. The
roll-retract screens are used for many applications in industry, horticulture, garages and
the utility sector.
The most popular model is the VLP Central Running Wall. The rolling tube, located in the
middle of the canvas rolls upwards in the uppermost canvas section and at the same
time the lower section rolls upwards. The benefit of this is greater wind resistance and
having the rolling wall open for half the time.

VLP ROLLING WALLS

Applications
VLP Rolling Walls are used as flexible screens for areas and workshops,
racks and storage cabinets or as large non-permanent screens against
cold, draughts, noise, smoke, grindings, moisture, birds and insects.
They reduce energy losses. They also allow working areas to be relatively
easily increased, reduced, altered in shape or moved entirely, making
them multifunctional. VLP Rolling Walls are mostly used in factories,
commercial units, in conjunction with overhead cranes, in distribution
hubs, the automobile sector and as smoke screens in company canteens.
These walls are usually used as hygiene screens in greenhouses and the
foodstuffs industry.
Designs
In addition to the standard reinforced-fabric canvas (truck canvas), the
rolling walls can be made of different material types, such as gauze or
crystal-clear PVC, or insulating, lightproof, antistatic or flame-retardant
canvas. There is also a wide selection of colours and viewing panels.
The rolling walls come equipped with a horizontally mounted rolling
tube with a tube motor at one end that runs along a guide rail. The
VLP Central Running Wall can also be supplied with ceiling rails. This
eliminates the side guides and coves, with a guide for the runners
mounted to the ceiling at right-angles to the rolling wall. The benefit
of this is that it allows free access to the entire area when stowed. This
version can only be used in situations without wind loads.
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Options
VLP Central Rolling Walls can also be optionally supplied with guide
coves coated in a RAL colour, with printed canvas or an external motor
to screen off larger areas and tensioning straps or wind poles for screens
under heavy wind loads.
Moreover, in specific situations it is possible to opt for a VLP Top Running
Wall or VLP Bottom Running Wall. The VLP Top Running Wall has a
bearing block at either end in which the roll tube hangs, with the canvas
rolling off to one side. With the VLP Bottom Rolling Wall the rolling tube
itself rolls the screen downwards. As with the VLP Central Rolling Wall,
this has side guides with coves as standard.
For use in sports and fitness centres, the VLP Central Rolling Wall is
marketed under the name VLP FleQsWall.

